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Kesolve accompanying the petition of Walter D. Brooks
hers for legislation to provide for an investigation of the taxatio:
wild or forest lands. Taxation. January 17

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirteen.

RESOLVE

To provide for a Commission to Investigate and Report upon
the Taxation of Wild or Forest Lands.

1 Resolved, That the governor, with the advice and
2 consent of the council, shall within thirty davs after the

passage of this resolve, appoint a commission of five.

4 persons, citizens of the commonwealth, to he know
the commission on the taxation of wild or forest lands3

Said commission shall investigate the effect of the present(

we relating to the taxation of wild or forest lands ini

8 this commonwealth, and the laws and systems of taxation
9 of such lands in operation in other states ar

10 shall correspond or confer with authorities in this and
11 other states in regard to these matters; and shall draft

providing such methods of taxation of wild
ands as will develop and conserve the forest
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sources of the commonwealth. The said commission
shall also investigate the present policy of the common-
wealth with regard to the acquisition and management
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of wild or forest lands, and report what further legisla-
tion, if any, is necessary. Of the said commissioners,
one member shall be the tax commissioner, and one mem-
ber shall be the state forester. The members of the
commission shall serve without compensation, but may
incur such expenses in the performance of their duties,
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not exceeding the amount of five thousand dollars, as
may be authorized by the governor and council. The
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commission shall be provided with suitable quarters in
the state house or elsewhere. The commission shall re-
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port in print, the draft of an act or acts and a compila
tion of the data and statistics, and such other informa
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tion as the commission may be possessed of as a result
of its investigation and study, on or before the first
Wednesday in January, in the year nineteen hundred
and fourteen.
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